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Abstract

If a dialog system can respond to the user as reasonable as a human, the interaction will become smoother. Timing of response such as backchannels and turn-taking plays an important role in such a smooth dialog as in human-human interaction. We are now developing a dialog system which can generate response timing in real time. In this paper, we introduce a response timing generator for such a dialog system. First, we analyzed conversations between two persons and extracted prosodic and linguistic information which had effects on the timing. Then we constructed a decision tree to detect the timing based on the features coming from the information and examined the decision rules. We also applied the decision tree to a timing generator. The timing generator decides the action of the system at every 100ms in user’s pause. We evaluated the timing generator by subjective and objective evaluation.

1. Introduction

In Japanese human-human dialog, well-timed responses such as ‘aizuchi’ (sometimes called as ‘backchannel’) and turn-taking make the dialog smooth. The purpose of this study is to generate natural response timing of aizuchi and turn-taking. We are developing a human-friendly spoken dialog system which can generate natural response timing during a dialog.

In this paper, we first investigated timing of aizuchi and turn-taking in human-human dialog. From the analysis, we found that some prosodic and surface linguistic information should affect the system behavior. Then, we adopted an algorithm named C4.5 which could automatically construct a decision tree to detect the response timing based on the features derived from the above analysis and examined the tree to find which information was important. We finally propose a timing generation method based on the decision tree.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related works are introduced in Section 2. Human-human dialogs were analyzed in Section 3. We construct a decision tree in Section 4. Section 5 contains application of the tree for response timing generation and the experimental results. Section 6 concludes our discussions.

2. Related works

Some real time aizuchi generation systems have been developed so far. Ward[1] pointed out that low pitch region longer than 150msec in an utterance led an aizuchi and built an aizuchi generator based on this heuristic rule. Okato et al.[2] built a system to make aizuchi using models of specific pitch patterns of user’s utterances. Noguchi et al.[3] proposed a method to make aizuchi using prosodic information such as changes of fundamental frequency in the end of utterances and pause. Sato et al.[4] investigated a method to detect natural turn-taking timing. They adopted a decision tree based on prosodic and linguistic information.

We also built an aizuchi generation system using prosodic information [5]. Dialogs between human and this system were recorded and evaluated subjectively. About 70% of aizuchi generated by this system were regarded as natural. Concerning a turn-taking, there are many systems which allows users to barge in an utterance of the system [6][7], but the system’s response timing of aizuchi and turn-taking is not considered.

3. Annotated dialog corpus

3.1. Corpus

We used annotated dialog corpus to analyze human-human dialog [11]. The corpus has 29 dialogs consisting with speech(L and R channel) and the annotation. In this paper, 6 dialogs of 3 tasks were used and the total length of the dialogs was 27 minutes. These dialogs consisted of three tasks: chat, travel navigation and telephone shopping. We found that 63%, 35% and 18% of aizuchi in the dialogs of chat, travel navigation and telephone shopping, respectively, overlapped the preceding utterances, but we don’t deal with the overlap in this paper.

3.2. Analysis

3.2.1. Prosodic information

Koiso et al.[12] found prosodic cues to decide to make aizuchi or not. There are some particular pitch and power contour patterns of the last one mora of an utterance to make the opposite speaker generate an aizuchi.

In the other side, Geluykens et al.[8] and Hirschberg[9] in term of turn-taking showed that fundamental frequency and the range correlated with turn final versus turn keeping utterances in each phrase.

Okato et al.[2] mentioned that the duration of the utterance also is related to aizuchi. The longer the utterance is the more frequently aizuchi occurs.

3.2.2. Linguistic information

In Japanese dialog, turn-taking often occurs when part-of-speech of last word in the last utterance is a particle, an auxiliary verb, a verb or an interjection. In particular, turn-taking is caused by the particles “ne” (chat) and “ka” (another tasks) placed at the last of the utterance. This indicates that kind of the last particles of utterances is related to cause turn-taking.

Topic-related phrases and some keywords also lead aizuchi and turn-taking. For example, in situation of telephone shopping, aizuchi often occurs just after a keyword such as product name.
4. Construction of timing decision rules

4.1. Decision tree for natural response timing detection

We tried to make rules which could detect natural response timing. Pauses after user’s utterances were divided to 100 ms frame and each frames was classified into four classes of system behaviors: making aizuchi, taking the turn, waiting for user’s successive utterance (turn-keeping; waiting(1)) and waiting for aizuchi or turn-taking (waiting(2)). For the classification, we adopted C4.5 learning algorithm [13]. This algorithm can automatically construct a decision tree to classify the frames when given examples with the following features and the tree can be converted to a set of decision rules.

1. duration of the last utterance
2. part-of-speech of the last word of the last utterance
3. kind of the last postposition
4. time from the end of the previous utterance
5. time from the end of the last content word
6. duration of the content word
7. length between the end of the content word and the end of the utterance
8. fundamental frequency of the end of the phrase
9. power of the end of the phrase

Patterns of fundamental frequency and power were described with first-order regression coefficients for fundamental frequency and power contours, respectively, in the last three regions of utterances with 50ms length and 25ms overlap as shown in Figure 2.

We prepared training data from real spoken dialog corpus with pause frames attached with tags consisting of the correct answers(aizuchi, turn-taking, waiting(1), waiting(2)) and the values of the features.

4.2. Analysis of the decision tree

Figure 3 shows a part of the decision tree made using the training set of all the tasks (chat, travel navigation, telephone shopping). In this decision tree we found that most of appearing features in the decision tree were prosodic features such as utterance duration, dynamics fundamental frequency and power and pause durations after the preceding utterances.

Linguistic information was hardly used. The content word duration was a major feature but the linguistic information does not play an important roll in the feature. The characteristics of this task-independent decision tree might be caused by the training data consisting of all the tasks. So we also constructed and examined a decision tree for each task.

These task-dependent decision trees were all similar to the task-independent decision tree. This assured that the prosodic information played more important roll to detect response timing than linguistic information. So we derived that aizuchi and turn-taking can be detected by only prosodic information and a small amount of surface linguistic information (such as the distinction between content words and the others). We can also imagine that humans may be able to make aizuchi not so much depending on the contents of preceding utterances.

5. Application of the decision tree for response timing generation

The decision tree constructed in Section 4 can be used a response timing generator. The timing generator first detects a pause of the user, and then classifies at every 100 ms frames of the pause to 4 classes described in Section 4.1. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.

5.1. Dialog system with the response timing generator

Our target system is shown in Figure 5. Speech input module extracts spectral feature, pitch & power parameters. Spectral feature parameters are sent to a speech recognition engine and pitch and power are sent to a response timing generator. The speech recognition engine has to output intermediate hypotheses in real time\(^1\). Response timing generator selects the action

\(^1\)SPOJUS speech recognizer [10] developed in our laboratory satisfies this requirement.
of the system from among waiting, making aizuchi and taking the turn using the hypotheses from the speech recognition engine and pitch & power parameters from a speech input module.

We constructed decision rules of response timing generation derived from a decision tree trained by 3 dialogs of the corpus described in Section 4. The total length of the dialogs is 16 minutes.

Then, we applied the decision rules to the pauses appeared in other 3 dialogs of the same corpus. The training data and test data both consist of 3 tasks described in Section 4. In this paper, we can obtain a word sequence in real time for the utterance and used it as the transcription of the data for convenience sake.

5.2. Timing reproduction experiment

We evaluated reproduction ability of the generator. All the frames discriminated by the generator are compared with real responses appeared in the corpus. We evaluated the discrimination results with recall rate (the rate of correctly discriminated frames among the correct appearance), precision (the rate of correctly discriminated frames among frames discriminated to a target class) and F-measure (harmonic average of recall and precision). Results are shown in Table 1 (closed/open test data).

A closed test result of Table 1 shows that the response timing of the generator was similar to that of humans included in the training data. When using the generator in a dialog system, confusion of waiting (1) and waiting (2) does not matter. Thus we also show the results when treating these two waiting classes as one class.

In contrast to the closed test, an open test result of Table 1 shows the lack of consistency between the system and humans who did not belong to the training set. It should be mentioned that these results did not mean the defectiveness of our method. Humans also have individual difference on this timing generation. Table 2 shows the agreement of aizuchi timings between corpus and testees. We replaced aizuchi in the corpus with pauses and testees pointed out the timings where aizuchi should be made. Then we compared the timings of the testees and the corpus. As shown in Table 2, the rates of agreement between human subjects were not so high. So, we cannot evaluate the generator only by this objective test and the timing by our generator may also be natural. We will confirm the fact in the next section.

5.3. Subjective evaluation

To evaluate the naturalness of the timing by our generator, we performed a subjective evaluation.

We inserted an aizuchi extracted from the dialog of the same speaker who played the system (WOZ) at aizuchi timing point generated by our timing generator. We also made samples of turn-taking, but it was almost impossible to insert an alternative speaker’s utterance which could appropriately respond to the previous user’s utterance. So we picked some filled pauses as “Etto” (used as “ah” in English) to insert at the timing. Testers listened to inserted aizuchi with few preceding sentences and evaluated only the timing.

We also compared the timing by the generator to that in the corpus. In real dialogs of the corpus, responses may have some meanings consistent with the context and the meanings may make the testees feel natural, especially in the case of turn-taking. We were afraid that we could not fairly compare the generator with corpus if the system utterance had some meanings consistent with the previous user’s utterance in the case of the corpus. To make testees to evaluate only the timing, we also replace the real response (i.e. the following utterance) with aizuchi and filled pause extracted from other part of the dialog, as the case of the generator.

We made 18 and 16 samples for aizuchi timings of humans and system, respectively, and 16 and 17 samples for turn-taking of humans and systems, respectively. Five persons listened to the data and evaluated by choosing one of the following: 1:too early, 2:early, 3:good, 4:late, 5:too late, 6:out of the question (aizuchi or turn-taking should not occurs at this pause). Results are shown in the first and second rows (Rep) of Tables 3 and 4 for aizuchi and turn-taking, respectively.

We cannot find significant difference between human (Corpus) and system, so in most cases our generator can generate natural timing if prosodic and surface linguistic information is available. We can find that some samples were felt as too much unnatural even in the cases of human’s timing.

Then, we also tested the real aizuchi and turn-taking to ex-
amining the effect of the replacement. For a fair comparison, the original utterances were degraded a little by adding a noise. For this experiment we used 19 and 16 samples for aizuchi and turn-taking, respectively.

The results of are shown in third rows (Real) of Tables 3 and 4 for aizuchi and turn-taking, respectively. Even if testees heard a real response, aizuchi was not always evaluated as natural. The reason is not clear so far, but it suggests the difficulty of the aizuchi timing evaluation by third parties. Naturalness of the turn-taking relies on the contents of the succeeding utterance. On the other hand the result of turn-taking in Table 4 was as expected. In the contrast to aizuchi’s result, turn-taking is considered to depend on contents of following utterance than testee.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, we tried to develop a dialog system which can generate timing of aizuchi and turn-taking in real time. Therefore, we analyzed conversations between two persons and extracted prosodic and linguistic information which had effect on the timing.

In closed test, the response timing of the generator was similar to that of the responses which humans made to in the training data. In contrast to the closed test, open test showed the lack of consistency between the system and humans who did not belong to the training. However, humans also have individual differences on this timing generation. In fact, we cannot find a significant difference between human and system. So the timing made by our generator was proven to be natural.

In the future, we plan to construct a system with response in real time by combining our decision rules with a spoken dialog system. For the goal, we will first integrate the generator with a speech recognizer to make the timing fully automatically.
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